84 Given the potentially shared pathophysiology between SRC and AAA, the primary aim of this 85 study was to assess the prevalence of SRC and other kidney diseases among AAA patients, 86 and compare the results to a group of age-and sex-matched non-AAA patients from the same 87 hospital.
88
89 Materials and methods 90 The study was approved by the Charité Ethics Committee (approval number: EA1/309/16).
91 Since the study was a retrospective review of medical and imaging records, no informed 92 consent from the patients was required according to the study approval.
94 Study groups
95 This study was a retrospective review of patients' medical records including radiology records.
96 Two groups of patients (100/group) were compared in the study. 
107
The control group (n=100) included patients without AAA investigated at the Institute of a kidney donation in 2005 -2014 (n = 14) and patients who were evaluated for an early 110 detection of a melanoma recurrence (n = 86). We chose this group of patients as a control 111 group for the following reasons: 1) they were also examined by abdominal CTA; 2) melanoma is 112 an age-related disease and a disease of a different organ, not the aorta; and 3) they were from 113 the same hospital system. Also, there were no differences in the mean height, weight, or BMI 114 between the AAA and control groups [34] .
116
AAA patients and controls were matched on sex and age (± 2 years). For the AAA patients, age 117 at the time of the first AAA diagnosis was used for this analysis. If this information was missing,
118
age at the time of AAA surgery was taken. For the control group, age during the CTA scan was 119 used for the analysis.
121

Clinical data
122
For the analysis of the CTA scans, Centricity eRadCockpit Software (GE Healthcare, Chalfont
123
St Giles, Great Britain) was used. First, written reports from board-certified radiologists were 124 reviewed by one of the authors (M.M.). As SRCs are common, sometimes they were not 125 described as a diagnosis in the report. For that reason, the CTA scans were assessed again for 126 the presence of SRC (Fig 1) and kidney stones. Results were discussed with a board-certified 127 radiologist (C.E.A.).
129
Individual data on all study patients for all variables used in the study are available in the 
247
We estimated the prevalence of SRC to be 72.7% in the AAA and 57% in the control group.
248
Based on previous literature, the SRC prevalence in general population varies 4.2-41% [25,
249
28], which is lower than in the current study (Table 4) . Similarly, the SRC prevalence among
250
AAA patients in the current study was higher than in most of the previous studies, which 251 reported a prevalence of 38-69% among AAA patients and 18-45% for controls [20, 22, 27 
265
e Data for the matched group.
266
f AAA as predictive factor for SRC.
267
NA, no data available; CI, confidence interval; OR, odds ratio; SRC, simple renal cyst.
269
An important difference between our study and the previous studies on SRCs is that in our 
342
Supporting information 343 S1 File. Dataset containing all information on every patient included in the study (Excel format).
